TEACHING IN:

SAUDI ARABIA
Schools:

Foreign teachers:

30,000+

< 5,000

Why teach in Saudi Arabia?
Saudi Arabia is known for being one of the more strict countries in terms of
modesty. However, there are very nice expat compounds for foreign teachers
to live in where life will feel more like what you're probably use to. There are
also many fun recreational activities to take part in around Riyadh.

Teaching Opportunities
Peak hiring seasons:
Preschools & kindergartens - February - July
International schools - December - May
Universities - December - May

Salary Ranges
Preschools & kindergartens - 2,500 - 3,500 USD / mo.
International schools - 3,000 - 4,500 USD / mo.
Universities - 3,000 - 4,000 USD / mo.

Popular Cities to Teach in
Riyadh
Medina

Jeddah
Dammam

Getting a Visa
1. Obtain teacher contract from your school
2. Get any required documents attested
3. Apply for your work visa

Learning the Language
Schools don't expect foreign teachers to
speak Arabic when they come to teach in
the Saudi Arabia.
However, if you're interested in learning the
language, enrolling in some classes or
using a language learning app is a great
way to get started. Understanding and
speaking Arabic could help you speak with
locals that are not fluent in English, and
learning a new language is great for your
memory and personal growth!

Top 3 Advantages of Teaching in Saudi Arabia

1

Interesting
culture

2

Well-behaved
students

3

High teacher
salaries

Top 3 Disadvantages of Teaching in Saudi Arabia

1

Weather can be
very hot

2

Restrictive
culture

3

Limited evening
Entertainment

Ready to start teaching in Saudi Arabia?
Speak with a placement consultant to get the process started or to discuss other
countries that might be a good fit for you!
Make a profile on
our website

Begin your
job search

Meet your placement
consultant

Get started!
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